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Rating rationale 

Scope affirms the Asset Management Rating for LHI Leasing GmbH at AAAMR. 

Scope attests LHI Leasing Gmbh (LHI) a very high asset management quality and 

competence. The assigned rating for the company’s aviation subsegment is 

affirmed at A+AMR, those for the real estate and renewable energy divisions are 

affirmed at AAAMR. 

As of 31.12.2018, LHI’s assets under management amounted to a total of Euro 16.4 

billion, compared with Euro 18 billion a year earlier. The company’s business model is 

diversified, with operations comprising leasing solutions, structured finance, management 

of real estate portfolios and investments in real assets.  

LHI’s in-house investment fund manager (KVG) carries out central tasks such as risk 

management, portfolio management, and asset management. Currently, the product 

offering is exclusively aimed at institutional clients. 

This rating pertains to the segment of investments in real assets only. Here, LHI currently 

manages around Euro 4 billion in 88 investment vehicles, of which 53% are in real estate 

investments, 29% in renewable energies and 19% in aviation assets, such as aircraft and 

jet engines. 

Positive rating drivers were (1) the very extensive industry experience and long company 

tenure both of the current and the future executive board as well as the second level of 

management, (2) excellent competence regarding the structuring of individual product 

solutions, (3) the good to very good investment performance in each of the three 

analysed segments, (4) high degree of transparency of investment and operative 

processes, (5) highly effective risk management and compliance setup, (6) the state-of-

the-art, tailor-made and continuously enhanced IT-landscape based on SAP, which 

provides the company with a significant advantage regarding efficiency and quality.  

Within the asset class Real Estate, office and retail each amount to a third of the total 

segment assets of Euro 2.1 billion. Hotel investments constitute 17% of the total, with 

minor portions in logistics, residential, and other kinds of real estate. The total rentable 

space of about 1.4 million square metres is fully let, with occupancy rates at around 99%. 

In 2018, the investment vehicles’ average return reached an attractive level at 8%. 

Investments in the segment Renewable Energies focus on onshore wind and 

photovoltaic. As per the rating date, LHI managed assets worth Euro 1.1 billion with a 

nominal output of 575 MW/MWp, distributed evenly between the two subsegments. In 

2018, the average investment return reached 5.5%, which Scope considers competitive.   

Within the segment Aviation, LHI currently manages 12 investments in aircraft, 

helicopters and jet engines. The company so far has issued investment products of about 

Euro 1 billion and appears well established, also internationally. In 2019, for instance, the 

company managed sale-and-lease-back transactions of two Airbus A220s with lessee Air 

Baltic and placed these assets in a special funds.  
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Due to regular and projectable management fees the company exhibits a stable income 

base and high fixed cost coverage of about 80%. According to Scope, this is clearly a 

competitive advantage, since it allows LHI to be selective in the currently high-priced 

asset markets. The company’s access to assets, often contributed by clients who require 

LHI’s high expertise in structuring, is also clearly positive and conducive for reinforcing 

the company’s position as an institutional asset manager. The long-term stable pre-tax 

profit rate of between 10-20% is the strong foundation that enables the company to stay 

long-term oriented and to protect its reputation, as is typical for a company that is part of 

the German Mittelstand (SME). 

During the period under review, a high staff fluctuation in the segment Real Estate 

became evident, as three positions in the areas of asset and portfolio management had 

to be refilled. In Scope’s view, the currently positive environment for real estate 

investments and the resulting tight labour markets puts the company in front of 

increasingly difficult challenges to fill vacancies. Nonetheless, all three positions were 

successfully filled.  

The generational change in the executive board, which was prudently planned for during 

the past three years, was initiated in October 2019. The process stipulates a gradual 

handing-over of responsibilities to Ms Nicole Handschuher, previously board member 

responsible for overall bank management, finance, legal and compliance with Sparkasse 

KölnBonn, as well as internal candidates Florian Heumann and Markus Niedermeier. 

While Ms Handschuher directly joined the board, Messrs Heumann and Niedermeier 

were appointed executive managers of LHI, only to be appointed general managers by 

July 2020. The entire current executive board is to retire by the end of 2020 but continues 

to be available as owners and shareholders. Moreover, Messrs Porr and Soethe are 

going to take up positions in the advisory board and thereby ensure continuity and on-

going transfer of knowledge. According to Scope, the entire setup comprising the careful 

selection of new managing directors, the generous time frame allowed for the transition 

period, the sensible allocation of responsibilities within the downsized executive board 

effectively mitigates the risks inherent in such a generational handover of the company 

management. 
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Rating drivers 

 

 

Excellent industry knowledge and company continuity of the executive board 

and very carefully planned replacement and downsizing of executive board 

 

 

Diversified business model with a broad income base, high fixed cost 

coverage due to predictable management fees 

 

 

Trusted and state-of-the-art operational processes as well as stringent, 

integrated risk management for all investment segments 

 

 

Continuous development of institutional segment based on excellent 

structuring capabilities and longstanding asset management competence 

 

 

Increased personnel fluctuation in the segment Real Estate due to a difficult 

recruiting environment 

  

-
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Important notes and information 

Scope Analysis GmbH (subsequently ‘Scope Analysis’) publishes management ratings of asset management companies, as well as issuers of funds and investment 

certificates. These management ratings are not “credit ratings” within the meaning of Regulation (EC) No. 1060/2009 on credit rating agencies as amended by 

Regulations (EU) No. 513/2011 and (EU) No. 462/2013. Furthermore, management ratings provided by Scope Analysis are neither recommendations to purchase or sell 

financial instruments issued by the asset management company, the issuer of investment funds or certificates, nor do they contain any judgement of the value of such 

financial instruments. Moreover, the ratings provided by Scope Analysis do neither constitute individual investment advice, nor do they take account of the specific 

investment objectives, investment horizon or asset situation of individual investors. In preparing and publishing its ratings, Scope Analysis does not act as an investment 

advisor or portfolio manager to any client. Where the term asset management company is used, it also includes capital management companies, investment companies, 

management companies and investment advisory companies. 

Responsibility 

The publisher responsible for preparing and distributing this management rating is Scope Analysis GmbH, Berlin, Germany, Local Court of Berlin (Charlottenburg) HRB 

97933 B, Registered Office: Lennéstraße 5, 10785 Berlin, Germany, Managing Directors: Florian Schoeller, Said Yakhloufi. The present management rating was 

generated and written by: Harald Berlinicke, CFA, Director, Lead Analyst. 

Rating history (last three actions) 

Date Rating Action Rating 
08.01.2020 Affirmation AAAMR 
21.12.2018 Affirmation AAAMR 
06.12.2017 Affirmation AAAMR 

Information on interests and conflicts of interest 

A description of the precautions taken by Scope Analysis, especially to prevent and avoid conflicts of interests regarding the preparation and distribution of management 

ratings, can be found in the Scope Analysis GmbH’s “Conflicts of Interests Policy” at www.scopeanalysis.com. This management rating was prepared independently by 

Scope Analysis but in return for payment, based on an agreement with the asset management company on the provision of this management rating. 

Principal sources of the management rating 

The following principal information sources were used to produce the management rating: website of the asset management company - detailed information provided on 

request - annual financial statements - interim financial statements - data supplied by external data providers - interview with the asset management company - external 

market reports - press reports/other published data. The information contained in the ratings is derived from sources that Scope Analysis deems to be reliable; it has 

been compiled in good faith. Nevertheless, Scope Analysis cannot give any guarantee that the information used is correct, nor can it assume any liability for the 

correctness, completeness, timeliness or accuracy of the information. 

Review by the asset management company before publication of the rating 

Before publication, the client had an opportunity to review the rating and the key factors leading to the rating decision (rating drivers), including a summary of the 

underlying rating rationale. The rating was not revised following this review. 

Methodology 

The management rating relates to an evaluation of the quality of the asset management company in its function as a product manager and issuer of financial 

instruments within the meaning of the methodologies published by Scope Analysis. The applicable methodology can be viewed at 

https://www.scopeanalysis.com/#rating-and-research/asset-management-rating/methodologies. Information on the meaning of the rating scale used for the rating can be 

viewed on the website of Scope Analysis GmbH at https://www.scopeanalysis.com/#methodology/rating-scales. 

Conditions of use / Disclaimer  

Scope Analysis produces its independent and objective ratings with the necessary professional diligence as of a specific date, on which the rating is published. Future 

events must therefore be deemed to be uncertain. Forward-looking statements are based on estimates, so a rating does not constitute a factual claim; it merely 

expresses an opinion, which may subsequently change and may then be reflected in an altered rating. Consequently, Scope Analysis does not assume any liability for 

damage resulting from decisions taken based on any rating it produces. In the event of simple or minor negligence by Scope Analysis, or a legal representative, 

employee or agent of Scope Analysis, liability for the infringement of material contractual obligations shall be confined to the foreseeable and typical damage incurred. 

Moreover, liability is excluded in the event of simple or minor negligence; this shall not apply in the event of loss of life or limb or impairment of health. Similarly, if the 

management rating is a solicited rating, Scope Analysis shall not bear any liability in accordance with the principles of a contract with protective effect for the benefit of 

third parties. The parties involved should only regard such ratings as one factor in their investment decisions; they cannot replace their own analyses and assessments. 

The rating therefore only comprises the expression of an opinion with respect to quality and does not under any circumstances constitute a judgement of the risk-return 

profile of an investment, nor does it constitute any statement as to whether the parties to an investment could generate any income, recover the capital invested, or 

assume any specific liability risks. The content of ratings and rating reports is protected by copyright and otherwise by law. Product and/or company names cited in such 

ratings and rating reports may be registered trademarks. A copy of the ratings or rating reports published by Scope Analysis on its website may be saved to one 

computer only for non-commercial and personal, internal use. Any additional, unauthorised use such as modification, reproduction, transmission, transference, 

dissemination, sale or storage for subsequent use of the content of the ratings or rating reports is strictly forbidden. Unauthorised use can result in claims for damages 

or injunction. 

Contact  

Scope Analysis GmbH 

Lennéstraße 5, 10785 Berlin 

Phone +49 30 27891-0 

Fax +49 30 27891-100 

Service +49 30 27891-300 

info@scopeanalysis.com 

www.scopeanalysis.com 
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